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QUESTION 1

You have a hybrid infrastructure and you have configured your own DNS server on an EC2 instance in your 10.1.3.0/24
subnet. This subnet resides on the VPC 10.1.0.0/16. You need your data center to be able to resolve Route 53 queries
in your private hosted zone. What do you need to do to accomplish this? 

A. Disable the source/destination check flag for the DNS instance. 

B. Configure your DNS server to forward queries for the private hosted zone to 10.1.3.2. 

C. Configure your DNS server to forward queries for the private hosted zone to 10.1.0.2. 

D. Configure the VPC DHCP option set in the VPC to point to the EC2 DNS server. 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: 

10.1.3.2 is not the DNS server. A DHCP option set is not needed since you are resolving AWS resources from on-
premises not from a VPC and those instances are already configured to look to Route 53 DNS. 

 

QUESTION 2

An organization processes consumer information submitted through its website. The organization\\'s security policy
requires that personally identifiable information (PII) elements are specifically encrypted at all times and as soon as
feasible when received. The front-end Amazon EC2 instances should not have access to decrypted PII. A single service
within the production VPC must decrypt the PII by leveraging an IAM role. 

Which combination of services will support these requirements? (Choose two.) 

A. Amazon Aurora in a private subnet 

B. Amazon CloudFront using AWS Lambda@Edge 

C. Customer-managed MySQL with Transparent Data Encryption 

D. Application Load Balancer using HTTPS listeners and targets 

E. AWS Key Management Services 

Correct Answer: CE 

References: https://noise.getoto.net/tag/aws-kms/ 

 

QUESTION 3

Use ___________ to get more visibility into the health of your AWS Elastic Beanstalk application and take appropriate
actions in case of hardware failure or performance degradation. 

A. Amazon Elastic Beanstalk command line 
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B. Amazon EC2 log files 

C. Amazon CloudWatch 

D. Amazon Load balancing 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: 

In AWS Elastic Beanstalk, you can use Amazon CloudWatch to get more visibility into the health of your 

AWS Elastic Beanstalk application and take appropriate actions in case of hardware failure or performance 

degradation. 

Reference: http://docs.aws.amazon.com/elasticbeanstalk/latest/dg/concepts.concepts.design.html 

 

QUESTION 4

An organization has multiple applications running in VPCs across multiple AWS accounts. The network engineer has
deployed a central VPC with a pair of software VPN instances that run IPSec tunnels with dynamic routing to VGWs of
all application VPCs. This central VPC is connected to on-premises resources via a Direct Connect connection using a
private VIF. 

What additional configuration is required to enable the applications in VPCs to communicate with each other and access
on-premises resources? 

A. Configure each application VPC with a static route entry pointing the on-premises CIDR block to the software VPN
instances. 

B. Configure the central VPC with a static route entry pointing the on-premises CIDR block to local VGWs. 

C. Advertise all application VPC CIDR blocks to on-premises resources via the VGW in the central VPC. 

D. Configure IPSec tunnels from the on-premises router into the software VPN instances with dynamic routing. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You are the AWS cloud architect and have been tasked with designing an appropriate subnetting design for your
production VPC. Your production VPC requires secure communications back to the corporate private network. Quality of
Service (QoS) is very important 24 × 7 for this particular connection, as real-time data is passed continually backwards
and forwards between your on-prem bioinformatics enterprise application, and the number crunching servers deployed
in the cloud. Any potential latency incurred on this connection will have a direct impact on the company\\'s ability to
attract investors and expansion into new markets. 

Select the correct network configuration that best facilitates your company\\'s continued growth plans. 

A. Provision a Direct Connect connection - between your service provider\\'s data center and the AWS region that your
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cloud compute resources exist in. Configure just a Private Virtual Interface. As this is a Direct Connection, a Virtual
Private Gateway is not required 

B. Configure a site-to-site layer 2 software router using OpenVPN within your VPC and ensure that QoS enabled - this is
a secure and cheap option 

C. Configure a site-to-site layer 3 software router using OpenVPN within your VPC and ensure that QoS enabled - this
is a secure and cheap option 

D. Provision a Direct Connect connection - between your existing service provider\\'s data center and the AWS region
that your cloud compute resources exist in. Configure a Virtual Private Gateway and Private Virtual Interface 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: Answers A, B, and C all rely on an Internet connection. An Internet connection cannot guarantee QoS and
will be subject to performance fluctuations - therefore they are all incorrect options. The only difference between these
options is whether a Virtual Private Gateway is required - the answer is yes and therefore the correct answer is D. 

Reference: https://aws.amazon.com/directconnect/faqs/ 

 

 

QUESTION 6

You have two Direct Connect connections and two VPN connections to your network. Site A is VPN 10.1.0.0/24 AS
65000 65000, Site B is VPN 10.1.0.252/30 AS 65000, Site C is DX 10.0.0.0/8 AS 65000 and Site D is DX 10.0.0.0/16
AS 65000 65000 65000. Which site will AWS choose to reach your network? 

A. Site A: VPN 10.0.1.0/24 AS 65000 65000 

B. Site B: VPN 10.0.1.252/30 AS 65000 65000 65000 

C. Site C: DX 10.0.0.0/8 AS 65000 

D. Site D: DX 10.0.0.0/16 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: 

Site B, the most specific prefix always wins. 

 

QUESTION 7

A department in your company has created a new account that is not part of the organization\\'s consolidated billing
family. The department has also created a VPC for its workload. Access is restricted by network access control lists to
the department\\'s on-premises private IP allocation. An AWS Direct Connect private virtual interface for this VPC
advertises a default route to the company network. When the department downloads data from an Amazon Elastic
Compute Cloud(EC2) instance in its new VPC, what are the associated charges? 

A. The company pays Internet Data Out charges. 

B. The company pays AWS Direct Connect Data Out charges. 
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C. The department pays Internet Data Out charges. 

D. The department pays AWS Direct Connect Data Out charges. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 8

Your company just purchased a domain using another registrar and wants to use the same nameservers as your current
domain hosted with AWS. How would this be achieved? 

A. Every domain must have different nameservers. 

B. In the API, create a Reusable Delegation Set. 

C. Import the domain to your account and it will automatically set the same nameservers. 

D. In the console, create a Reusable Delegation Set. 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: 

You can\\'t create a reusable delegation set in the console. AWS does not provide the same nameservers to 

new domains, but a reusable delegation set can be used with as many domains as you like. 

 

QUESTION 9

Considering the rules of IPv4 subnetting, how many subnets and hosts per subnet are possible given the following
network 192.168.130.130/28? (in this question ignore the fact that AWS reserves 5 IP addresses) 

A. 8 subnets and 30 hosts per subnet 

B. 16 subnets and 14 hosts per subnet 

C. 32 subnets and 30 hosts per subnet 

D. 8 subnets and 14 hosts per subnet 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: 

16 subnets and 14 hosts per subnet are possible in the CIDR. 

Reference: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IPv4_subnetting_reference 

 

QUESTION 10
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You have many IAM users with the ability to create EC2 volumes. Most of the data your team works with is sensitive, so
you would like to make sure all volumes are encrypted. How might you facilitate this requirement? 

A. Create an AWS KMS policy and attach it to all IAM users that can create EC2 volumes. 

B. Use AWS Config and create a rule that requires all volumes, upon creation, be encrypted. 

C. Use AWS Config to send out reminders to IAM users every time they create an EC2 volume. 

D. Set EC2 to notify creators to encrypt their EC2 volumes. 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: 

AWS Config is used to evaluate the configuration settings of many AWS resources. When an EC2 volume 

in created, AWS Config can evaluate the volume against a rule that requires volumes to be encrypted. If 

the volume is not encrypted, AWS Config flags the volume and the rule as noncompliant. 

Reference: http://docs.aws.amazon.com/config/latest/developerguide/evaluate-config.html 

 

QUESTION 11

Which of the following statements is true of AWS Elastic Beanstalk? 

A. AWS Elastic Beanstalk uses CloudWatch for monitoring and alarms, meaning CloudWatch costs are applied to your
AWS account for any alarms that you use. 

B. AWS Elastic Beanstalk uses CloudWatch for monitoring and alarms, and both are free of charge. 

C. AWS Elastic Beanstalk doesn\\'t use CloudWatch for monitoring and alarms, but you pay extra for any AWS Elastic
Beanstalk Alarm you set in the monitoring tool. 

D. AWS Elastic Beanstalk has its own free-of-charge monitoring tool, and you are not charged for the alarm you set. 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: 

AWS Elastic Beanstalk uses CloudWatch for monitoring and alarms, meaning CloudWatch costs are 

applied to your AWS account for any alarms that you use. 

Reference: http://docs.aws.amazon.com/elasticbeanstalk/latest/dg/using-features.alarms.html 

 

QUESTION 12

A company wants to migrate its workloads to the AWS Cloud. The company has two web applications and wants to run
them in separate, isolated VPCs. The company needs to use Elastic Load Balancing to distribute requests between
application instances. 
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For security reasons, internet gateways must not be attached to the application VPCs. Inbound HTTP requests to the
application must be routed through a centralized VPC, and the application VPCs must not be exposed to any other
inbound traffic. The application VPCs cannot be allowed to initiate any outbound connections. 

What should a network engineer do to meet these requirements? 

A. Run the applications behind private Application Load Balancers (ALBs) in separate VPCs. Create a public Network
Load Balancer (NLB) in the centralized VPC. Create target groups for the private DNS names of the ALBs. Configure
host-based routing to route application traffic to the corresponding target group through the NLB. 

B. Run the applications behind private Application Load Balancers (ALBs) in separate VPCs. Create a public Network
Load Balancer (NLB) in the centralized VPC. Create target groups for the private IP addresses of the ALBs. Configure
host-based routing to route application traffic to the corresponding target group through the NLB. 

C. Run the applications behind private Network Load Balancers (NLBs) in separate VPCs. Create VPC peering
connections between the application VPCs and the centralized VPC. Create a public Application Load Balancer (ALB) in
the centralized VPC. Create target groups for the private DNS names of the NLBs. Configure host-based routing to
route application traffic between individual applications though the ALB. 

D. Run the applications behind private Network Load Balancers (NLBs) in separate VPCs. Configure each NLB as an
AWS PrivateLink endpoint service with associated VPC endpoints in the centralized VPC. Create target groups that
include the private IP addresses of each endpoint. Create a public Application Load Balancer (ALB) in the centralized
VPC. Configure host-based routing to route application traffic to the corresponding target group through the ALB. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 13

Your company has decided to use AWS WorkSpaces for its hosted desktop solution. Your company has an existing AD
of about 57,000 users, and you want to minimize authentication traffic from AWS to your datacenter. Your company has
a lot of personnel changes, and it is crucial that these changes are 

reflected reliably. 

What two steps should you take? (Choose two.) 

A. Deploy Hosted AD in AWS. 

B. Deploy an AD Connector in AWS. 

C. Create a DX connection between the datacenter and AWS. 

D. Create a VPN between the datacenter AWS. 

Correct Answer: AC 

Explanation: 

A VPN is not reliable enough, and an AD connector will cause too much authentication traffic. 

 

QUESTION 14
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You need to ensure the files served by your CloudFront distribution are only accessible to authorized users. You hope to
serve thousands of users. What two steps should you take? (Choose two.) 

A. Configure signed cookies. 

B. Configure a WAF. 

C. Configure a bucket policy restricting the bucket to only CloudFront OAI. 

D. Configure an SSL on the distribution. 

Correct Answer: AC 

Explanation: 

A WAF can block users from accessing the site and CloudFront, but that\\'s not the best option since you 

have so many users. An SSL will encrypt, but not prevent a user from viewing the content. 

 

QUESTION 15

You can use the ____ command of the AWS Config service CLI to see the compliance state of each of your rules. 

A. get-compliance-details-by-resource 

B. describe-compliance-by-config-rule 

C. get-compliance-details-by-config-rule 

D. describe-compliance-by-resource 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: 

You can use the describe-compliance-by-config-rule command of the AWS Config CLI to see the 

compliance state of each of your rules. For each rule that has a compliance type of NON_COMPLIANT, 

AWS Config returns the number of noncompliant resources for the CappedCount parameter. 

Reference: http://docs.aws.amazon.com/config/latest/developerguide/evaluate-config_viewcompliance.html 
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